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ABSTRACT 
 
In this contribution we present a local evaluation procedure 
of Landsat-MODIS fusion methods for crop monitoring 
purposes. Two fusion methods are applied to obtain a two-
year time series of Landsat-resolution images. The 
validation is applied at pixel level in order to analyze if the 
simulated images are capable of unmixing coarse-resolution 
pixels and obtaining an accurate temporal profile of the 
high-resolution pixels near the boundaries between two 
fields. The experiment has been conducted in two neighbor 
fields and results have shown that the temporal profile of 
these high-resolution pixels agrees with the temporal profile 
of a pure coarse-resolution pixel in the corresponding field. 
They highlight that the simulated images allow identifying 
the membership of the high-resolution simulated pixels to 
one field or the neighbor one.  
 

Index Terms — MODIS-Landsat fusion, remote 
sensing, validation 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The knowledge of the vegetation phenology is important for 
many purposes including land cover classification and 
vegetation monitoring. In [1] the vegetation phenology is 
used for obtaining an accurate regional land cover 
classification and afterwards for studying the effect of 
extreme meteorological conditions on the different land 
covers previously identified. The agricultural monitoring 
systems need to have dense temporal information, as it is 
known that agricultural production follows strong seasonal 
patterns and depends highly on climate and management 
practices [2]. For vegetation monitoring purposes, remote 
sensing has proved to be a very valuable tool.  

In natural vegetation patches, such as forests or 
rangelands, a low/medium spatial resolution (hecto- to 
kilometric) is appropriate, and earth-observing systems 
providing this spatial information on a daily step exist 
(MODIS,   MERIS,   VGT…).   For   crop   monitoring,   the  
problem is different, as most of the fields need high/very 
high resolution (decametric to metric) images that usually 
have the constraint of having low temporal frequency (e.g. 

16 days for Landsat), and in some cases, high economic cost 
of the images (high frequency image tasking is generally not 
affordable for agriculture applications). Furthermore, low 
temporal frequency has an additional problem in regions 
frequently cloudy. Actually the presence of clouds may lead 
to long periods were none image can be acquired. In this 
context fusion methods are highly valuable because they 
allow to simulate images at high spatial resolution in dates 
where only information at coarse spatial resolution is 
available [3]. Fusion methods usually combine the 
information of at least one pair of high and coarse spatial 
resolution images as in the STARFM (Spatio Temporal 
Adaptive Reflectance Fusion Method) [4] and ESTARFM 
(Enhanced Spatio Temporal Adaptive Reflectance Fusion 
Method) [5]. In [6] a simple fusion method WA (Weighted 
Average) was developed which only needs two input 
images: a high spatial resolution image at no matter which 
date (obviously closer dates lead to better results) and a 
coarse spatial resolution image at the date to be simulated or 
at a close date. This method uses soft operators and is based 
on the temporal distance between the input images and the 
timestamp of the image to be simulated. Evaluation 
techniques of the fusion methods are usually based in global 
statistics, such as correlation coefficient, root mean square 
error (RMSE) and mean absolute deviation (MAD). 
However, the evaluation method should be adapted to the 
specific objective of the simulated images. 

The objective of the present work is to go further the 
statistical evaluation of the fusion methods by proposing a 
thematic evaluation focused on time series crop monitoring. 
Simulated images are obtained by using the fusion methods 
ESTARFM and WA presented in [5] and [6]. These 
methods were applied to fuse Landsat and MODIS 
(MODerate Imaging Spectroradiometer) images in an 
agricultural region of Brazil. In this sense we examine the 
quality of the temporal profile of a specific crop extracted 
from the temporal series of high resolution images (Landsat) 
including the simulated images, compared to the temporal 
profiles obtained from coarse-resolution images (MODIS). 
The quality of the simulated images is therefore analyzed at 
pixel level. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 presents the data used, Section 3 describes the 



fusion methods and the evaluation methodology applied, 
Section 4 shows the evaluation results and Section 5 
summarizes the main conclusions. 
 

2. DATA 
 
The study area is a well-known region of Brazil with 
important plantations of Eucalyptus [7]. Therefore the crop 
selected in this study corresponds to Eucalyptus. 
MODIS images are used as coarse-spatial resolution images. 
Specifically the product MOD13Q1 with 250 m spatial 
resolution and 16-day composites has been selected. 21 
images of the year 2009 and 21 of the year 2010 have been 
downloaded.  

As high resolution, the product Landsat Surface 
Reflectance Climate Data Record has been selected. This 
product provides surface reflectances from Landsat 5 
satellite with 30 m spatial resolution and 16 days revisit 
cycle. Six Landsat images were available for 2009 
(corresponding to the dates 02/01, 04/22, 05/24, 08/12, 
08/25 and 09/13; unfortunately the image of 09/13 presented 
an important cloud coverage) and three for 2010 (03/02, 
08/28 and 11/03).  

Figure 1 shows an example of the study area from the 
Landsat and the MODIS images. We can notice that parcels 
can be easily identified in the Landsat image, while not in 
the MODIS one.  
 

3. METHODOLOGY 
 
Considering that we have a dense temporal series of coarse-
spatial resolution images and a scarce temporal series of 
high resolution images, the first step consists in applying the 
fusion methods ESTARFM and WA [5, 6] for simulating 
NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) images at 
the Landsat spatial resolution in those dates where no 
Landsat images are available. This leads to obtain an 
enriched temporal series of high resolution (real + 
simulated) images. 

The fusion method developed in [6] combines a 
coarse-resolution image near the date to simulate (target) 
and a high-resolution image in a different date. This method 
is based on the temporal distance between the input images 
and the target image. The first step is radiometrically 
normalizing the Landsat images to the MODIS ones. 
Afterwards the MODIS images are up-scaled to the Landsat 
resolution. Finally the weighted average (WA) per pixel is 
obtained, where the weight is related to the temporal 
distance between each input image and the target image by 
using the following equation:  
 

𝑊𝐴(𝐻, 𝐿) = P ( )∗ P ( )∗
P ( ) P ( )     (1) 

 
where H and L reference respectively high and low-
resolution pixels (Landsat and MODIS), and the µ’s stand 

for the weights assigned to each image and are calculated as 
follows: 

If t0 d ti < t then  𝜇𝑡(𝑡𝑖) = (𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡0) (𝑡 − 𝑡0)⁄  

If t d ti < tE then  𝜇 (𝑡 ) = (𝑡 − 𝑡 ) (𝑡 − 𝑡 )⁄  

where ti corresponds to the timestamp of the high or low-
resolution image, and t0 and tE are timestamps identified 
outside the temporal range of the input and output images 
being used.  

The ESTARFM (Enhanced Spatio Temporal Fusion 
Method) [5] needs two high resolution images and three 
coarse-resolution images as inputs and is much more 
complex.  

For the thematic validation we intend to analyze if the 
simulated high-resolution pixels near a boundary between 
two parcels can be identified as belonging to one parcel or 
the neighbor one and reproduce the temporal profile of the 
corresponding field. The following experiment has been 
performed (Cf. Figure 2): pure coarse-resolution pixels have 
been identified in two neighboring eucalyptus fields, and 
four mixed coarse-resolution pixels were identified along 
the boundary of both fields. Several high-resolution pixels 
corresponding to the mixed coarse-resolution ones have 
been identified at each side of the boundary, belonging to 
one or the other field. The NDVI temporal profile for the 
high-resolution pixels have been extracted from the enriched 
Landsat time series (including the available and the 
simulated images) and averaged for each field. Moreover 
the temporal profiles of the pure coarse-resolution pixels 
inside each field have been extracted from the MODIS time 
series. This experiment allows verifying if the simulated 
images are capable to unmix pixels at high resolution 
belonging to the same mixed coarse-resolution pixel.  
 

 
(a)      (b) 

Fig. 1. Example of the study area seen by: a) Landsat 
(image corresponding to 04/22/2009 normalized using 
image in Figure1b), and b) MODIS composite image 
(04/07/2009-04/22/2009).  

NDVI 



 
Fig. 2. Eucalyptus parcels (A and B) selected for the 
validation at local scale. Two pure coarse-resolution pixels 
(1, 2) are identified in the parcels, while four mixed coarse-
pixels (3-6) are identified along the boundary between the 
two parcels. In each mixed coarse-pixel several high 
resolution pixels are identified belonging either to parcel A 
or to parcel B.  
 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
 
In figure 3 we present the temporal profiles corresponding 
to the pure coarse-resolution pixels (extracted from MODIS 
temporal series) and the high resolution pixels (extracted 
from the enriched time series) belonging to the two fields: 
field A (Figure 3a) and field B (Figure 3b). Both fields 
correspond to eucalyptus plantations that have been cut at 

different dates (Figure 3). A good agreement between the 
temporal profile obtained from the Landsat enriched time 
series and the MODIS time series is observed for both 
fields. Moreover we observe how the profiles obtained from 
the high-resolution pixels of each field are different, which 
shows the ability of identifying the membership of the 
simulated pixels to one or the other field.  

ESTARFM and WA are generally performing similar 
except for some dates where ESTARFM leads to some 
anomalies in the NDVI values. Good overall results are 
obtained for the temporal profile with both methods except 
when sharp changes are present; in this case none of the 
fusion methods analyzed is able to identify this sharp 
change but identifies a monotone one. Figure 3 shows a 
sharp change for each field (arrows) representing the clear-
cut harvest of the eucalyptus field. MODIS temporal series 
identifies this harvest date showing a sharp drop of the 
NDVI, while with the simulated images a monotone drop is 
observed. 

Figure 4 illustrates two examples of the original and 
simulated images. One can observe how both simulated 
images are able to correctly identify the boundary between 
the two parcels analyzed which is not identifiable in the 
MODIS image. In the case of 05/24 both simulated images 
show similar values to the original one, however in the 
second one (08/28) the ESTARFM presents important errors 
in the left field. This is not the case in the WA method.  

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 3. Temporal profiles obtained for the pure coarse-resolution pixels (MODIS), and the average values of the high-
resolution pixels in: a) parcel A, b) parcel B. Temporal profiles of the high-resolution pixels are obtained from the enriched 
time series using WA and ESTARFM methods. Vertical lines correspond to Landsat image acquisition dates. Arrows 
correspond to the eucalyptus harvest dates identified from MODIS temporal series. 
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Fig.4. Example of original (Landsat and MODIS) and simulated (ESTARFM and WA) images for two dates of 2009. 

MODIS pur (red) and mixed (white) pixels used for obtaining the temporal profiles are represented. 
 

 5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

This study shows a local evaluation procedure of simulated 
images for monitoring purposes. A two-year time series of 
Landsat-resolution images is obtained including 9 Landsat 
images and 35 simulated images. The evaluation procedure 
has focused on a boundary between two fields which is not 
identifiable with the coarse-resolution images. We have 
shown that the simulated images allow identifying the high-
resolution pixels belonging to each field and obtaining a 
temporal profile which agrees with the temporal profiles 
obtained from pure coarse-resolution pixels inside each field 
in the case of monotone changes. Therefore the simulated 
images are highly valuable for monitoring purposes as well 
as for any application needing temporal series, such as for 
classification purposes. However the presence of abrupt 
changes (harvest,   fire…) is not well achieved with the 
simulated images, an adaptation of the method is being 
considered for identifying these sharp changes.  
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